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Monopole resonance strengths in58Ni and 208Pb

D. H. Youngblood
Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

~Received 23 August 1996!

Giant monopole resonance strengths were obtained from small angle inelastic alpha scattering on58Ni and
208Pb using deformed potential and folding models. Folding model analyses increase the sum rule strength in
both nuclei, with 160% of theE0 sum rule required to fit the 13.7-MeV state in Pb. Significant contributions
from other multipolarities could be excluded. TheE0 strength identified in58Ni is shown to be about 42% of
that identified in208Pb. @S0556-2813~97!01402-7#

PACS number~s!: 24.30.Cz, 25.55.Ci, 27.40.1z, 27.80.1w
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The giant monopole resonance is of particular interest
cause its energy is directly related to nuclear compressibi
However, for most nuclei withA,90, considerably less tha
half of the giant monopole resonance~GMR! strength has
been located in the giant resonance peaks@1#. Recently, us-
ing the new beam analysis system and MDM spectromete
Texas A&M, extremely good peak-to-continuum ratios we
obtained for giant resonances excited at small angles in
MeV inelastic alpha scattering. With this we were able
show @2# that more than half of the GMR strength in58Ni
must lie aboveEx525 MeV, in sharp contrast to theoretic
expectations. This could have serious implications for
compressibility of nuclear matter, which is related to the c
troid of the GMR strength.

Distorted-wave Born approximation~DWBA! calcula-
tions on which the58Ni conclusions@2# were based used th
deformed potential model; however, Beeneet al. @3# have
shown that a consistent agreement between electromag
transition strengths and those measured with light-
heavy-ion inelastic scattering for low-lying 21 and 32 states
can only be obtained using the folding model. Howev
Beeneet al.did not discuss excitation of the monopole res
nance with alpha particles and there are no low-lying coll
tive 01 states with which to test such calculations.

The single folding model was used by Bertrandet al. @4#
to analyze 152 MeV inelastic alpha scattering to giant re
nances, and they found that GMR cross sections obta
with the folding model were substantially below those o
tained with the deformed potential model, which could a
count for the ‘‘missing’’ strength in58Ni @2#. However, both
in the work of Bertrandet al. and the work of Morschet al.
@5#, where the double folding model was used to analyze
MeV alpha scattering to giant resonances, the cross sec
attributed to the GMR in208Pb considerably exceeded fold
ing model predictions. Unfortunately, those data did not
tend to the small angles necessary to identify the GMR
to separate it from other multipoles. Both authors specu
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that the excess strength might be due to the presence of o
multipolarities in the peaks. Youngbloodet al. @6# used the
deformed potential model for analysis of 129 MeV inelas
alpha scattering data taken at small angles where the m
pole can be definitively identified, and generally for nuc
with A.89, 100% of the isoscalarE0 energy-weighted sum
rule ~EWSR! was located in a single broad peak near t
giant quadrupole resonance. Satchler@7# compared results
obtained with the deformed potential model and the sin
folding model for the116Sn data of Ref.@6#. The experimen-
tal cross section corresponded to about 180% of theE0
EWSR with the folding model and about 100% with th
deformed potential model.

We have compared ourEa5129 MeV data on both58Ni
@8# and 208Pb @6# to single folding model calculations, an
the results are described here. We chose to compare to
129-MeV data rather than our recent~much better! 240-MeV
data because data from heavier targets are available an
alpha energy is not far from that of the extensive elas
scattering data atEa5140 MeV Bertrandet al. used to ob-
tain folding model potentials and range. Also, Bertrandet al.
did an extensive comparison to low-lying states as well a
their own elastic data to test the validity of their calculation
Our calculations used a Gaussian alpha-nucleon interac
with the range parametera51.94 fm and potential depth
obtained by Bertrandet al. @4# for 58Ni and 208Pb.

Since Bertrandet al. did not give the detailed paramete
of the density distributions they used for58Ni or 208Pb, we
have used parameters from Satchler@9#. The parameters o
the density distributions as well as the potential depths
the folding model calculations and the values ofa0

2 for 100%
of theE0 EWSR@7# are shown in Table I. Folded potentia
and form factors were obtained using the codeDOLFIN @10#
based on the work by Satchler and Love@11#. Optical model
and DWBA calculations were carried out with the co
PTOLEMY @12#. Cross sections for elastic scattering of 15
MeV alpha particles from58Ni and208Pb were calculated and
0

TABLE I. Parameters for folding model calculations.

Nucleus
c

~fm!
a

~fm!
^r 2&

~fm2! a0
2

Ex

~MeV!
V

~MeV!
W

~MeV!

58Ni 4.08 0.515 13.653 0.0194 17.0 35.5 21.5
208Pb 6.67 0.545 30.798 0.00297 13.7 40.5 26.
950 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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agreed with those shown by Bertrandet al. @4#. GMR cross
sections calculated for116Sn agreed with those obtained b
Satchler@7#.

The transition density for the GMR is given by@7#

U52a0@3r1rdr/dr#,

where, for a state that exhausts the EWSR@7#,

a0
252p~\2/m!~A^r 2&Ex!

21.

Generally, it has been customary to assume a unifo
mass distribution and setR25(5/3)^r 2& and then use the
potential radius forR. SinceRp

2'5/3̂ r 2&m , this has the ef-
fect of setting the mass deformation parameter equal to
potential deformation parameter (am5ap). The sum rule
values obtained with the deformed potential model in t
paper were obtained in this way. However, Satchler@7# has
pointed out that to be consistent with what is done for ot
multipolarities, the deformation lengths should be eq
(amc5apRp), which has the effect of lowering the cros
sections obtained with the deformed potential model.

The GMR cross sections for 129 MeV alpha scattering
58Ni and 208Pb were calculated using the parameters sho
in Table I. The results of these calculations are shown al
with the data in Figs. 1 and 2. DWBA calculations were a
carried out for both nuclei with the deformed potential mod
using parameters from Ref.@13# ~Table II! and these are
shown.

The data points shown in Refs.@6,8# at 0° were taken with
a large solid angle and are shown here at the co

FIG. 1. Angular distribution of the differential cross section f
theEx513.7 MeV peak in208Pb taken from Ref.@6#. The data have
been plotted at their average angle~see text!. DWBA calculations
using both deformed potential and single folding models are sh
for 100% of theE0 EWSR by lines with small and long dashe
respectively. The folding model calculation normalized to the d
~160%E0 EWSR! is shown by the solid line.
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sponding average angles. Theu error bars shown on this
point represent an uncertainty in this average angle due to
uncertainty in the effective solid angle of the spectrometer
0°. This does not affect the extracted cross section beca
calibrated known low-lying states in12C were used@6# to
measure the solid-angle–dead-time product for all 0° run
The other data points were taken with an opening of 0.6° (x)
by 1.2° (y), and the DWBA calculations have been angl
averaged over this opening. These 0° points are importa
because the dominant contribution to these is from the mon
pole resonance, and hence they are the best measure of
total monopole strength in the peak.

The sum rule percentages obtained with the differe
models are summarized in Table III. The experimental cro
section for the peak atEx517.0 MeV in58Ni is fit well by a
single folding model calculation corresponding to 40% of th
E0 EWSR and by a deformed potential model calculatio
corresponding to 23% of theE0 EWSR. Adding 7% of the
E2 EWSR, as required to fit the 240-MeV data@2#, made the
fits noticeably worse, but also made only a small change
the E0 strength. As the 240-MeV data is of much bette
quality, the disagreement inE2 strength is not significant.
The cross section for the 13.7-MeV peak in208Pb corre-

n

a

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of the differential cross section fo
theEx517.0 MeV peak in58Ni taken from Ref.@8#. The data have
been plotted at their average angle~see text!. DWBA calculations
using both the deformed potential~23%E0 EWSR! and the folding
model ~40%E0 EWSR! are shown by the dashed and solid lines
respectively.

TABLE II. Parameters for deformed potential calculations.

Nucleus
V

~MeV!
W

~MeV!
r 0

~fm!
a

~fm!

58Ni 78.9 38.0 1.28 0.90
208Pb 89.3 52.7 1.35 0.71
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TABLE III. E0 EWSR values from different analyses.

58Ni
17.0 MeV

~%!

208Pb
13.7 MeV

~%!

Ratio
Pb/Ni

Totala
58Ni/208Pb

~%!

Deformed potential
Uniform mass distribution 23 112 4.9 3268
amc5apRp 31 129 4.2 3769

Single folding
Gaussian21.94 40 160 4.0 3969
Density dependentb 42 154 3.6 42610

aTotal E0 strength in58Ni from Ref. @2# normalized assuming 100%E0 EWSR in Pb~see text!.
bRef. @16#.
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sponds to 160% of theE0 EWSR using the folding mode
and 112% using the deformed potential model~129% of the
E0 EWSR withamc5apRp!. As Bertrandet al. speculated
that significant components of higher multipolarities mig
be present in their data and might account for the la
EWSR values they obtain with the folding model, we al
show a calculation with 25% of theE4 EWSR present in
Fig. 3. This has little effect on theE0 EWSR~because of the
small angle data point! and makes the fit poorer to the larg
angle data points. Other multipolarities will result in simil
poor fits to the larger angle data points before making s
stantial contributions to the small angle cross section. T
contributions from higher multipolarities can be ruled out
the source of excessiveE0 sum rule strengths obtained fo
the GMR in208Pb.

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of the differential cross section f
theEx513.7 MeV peak in208Pb taken from Ref.@6#. The data have
been plotted at their average angle~see text!. DWBA calculations
using the deformed potential model are shown by the lines.
solid line is for 100% of theE0 EWSR plus 100% of theE1
EWSR. The short dashes are for 100% of theE1 EWSR~from Ref.
@14#!. The long dashes are for 100% of theE0 EWSR plus 100%
E1 EWSR plus 25%E4 EWSR.
t
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In 208Pb the giant dipole resonance~GDR! is unresolved
from the GMR, but Satchler@7#, Shlomo et al. @14#, and
Poelhekkenet al. @15# have shown that the GDR cross se
tion is small compared to the GMR for 129 MeV alpha sc
tering. For completeness, we show a fit to the208Pb data for
100% of strengths of the GDR and GMR obtained using
deformed potential model in Fig. 3. This fits the data reas
ably well.

The sum rule fractions reported here for the deform
potential model are somewhat different from those repor
in Refs. @6,8# because in this work more emphasis w
placed on the 0° data point, which is the best measure
monopole strength.

Also included in the last row in Table III are results fro
Satchler@16# for a single folding calculation using a density
dependent interaction. These were obtained by fitting 1
MeV elastic scattering data, but using a hybrid poten
where the real part is obtained from folding while the ima
nary part is a Woods-Saxon potential. This was necessar
fit the elastic scattering data over the entire angle range a
able. The model is described in Ref.@17#. The results are
close to those obtained with the Gaussian interaction, tho
the ratio of Ni to Pb strength is about 10% higher.

In Ref. @2# theEx517 MeV resonance in58Ni was found
to contain 22% of theE0 EWSR with an additional 10% in
a peak atEx520.8 MeV. These strengths were obtained w
the deformed potential model assuming a uniform mass
tribution. As is apparent from Table III, for theEa5129
MeV data the extractedE0 sum rule strength is dependent o
model assumptions, even though the breathing mode tra
tion density was used for all calculations. In fact, theE0
strength extracted from either of the folding calculations
considerably higher for both Ni and Pb and, in Pb, consid
ably exceeds the sum rule. Thus the best measure of theE0
strength in Ni may be the ratio of totalE0 strength found in
58Ni to that in theEx513.7 MeV state in208Pb, and this is
given in the last column of Table III. For this we have a
sumed that the ratio of Ni to Pb sum rule strengths obtai
for each model withEa5129 MeV are appropriate fo
Ea5240 MeV. As the GDR contributions in208Pb are small
and approximately the same for each calculation, they h
been ignored. The GDR contribution was explicitly a
counted for in the 240-MeV analysis@2# of Ni. With these
assumptions, the two folding models give~3969!% and~42
610!% for the totalE0 strength located in58Ni ~atEa5240
MeV!. The uncertainties listed include those of the 240-M
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measurement and those due to the uncertainty in the c
sections for the 0° data, all summed in quadrature. The
certainty in average angle does not affect this ratio as
average angle was the same for the Ni and Pb data.
experimental uncertainties on the individual sum rule val
are about620%.

The excessive strength obtained for208Pb using the fold-
ing model is consistent with the result of Satchler@7# for
alpha scattering data from116Sn. Horenet al. @18# reported a
similar problem in heavy-ion scattering. Cross sections
tained with the folding model are about a factor of 2 le
than those obtained experimentally in heavy-ion scatte
for the GMR. However, one must contend with two expe
mental problems when extracting GMR strength from hea
ion scattering. The GMR is unresolved from the giant dip
resonance, which is strongly excited by heavy ions, and
the GMR cross section can be obtained only after subtrac
a relatively strong GDR. Also, the angular distributions o
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tained in heavy-ion scattering are not characteristic ofL, and
so there is not a clear signature that the peak being anal
is 01.

The underprediction of theE0 cross section for heavie
nuclei must be understood if the folding model is to be us
to extract strengths of the GMR in nuclei. I point out that
breathing mode transition density was used for all of th
calculations, which is a source of uncertainty. Chomazet al.
@19# performed calculations for 152 MeV alpha scatteri
with microscopic and collective breathing mode form facto
and found that the breathing mode form factors underp
dicted the cross sections for208Pb and60Ni by 20% and 10%,
respectively.

I thank Shalom Shlomo and Ray Satchler for very help
discussions regarding both monopole sum rules and fold
model calculations and Ray Satchler for providing t
density-dependent folding calculations. This work was s
ported in part by the Department of Energy under Grant N
DE-FG03-93ER40773 and by The Robert A. Welch Foun
tion.
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